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Kegel and Liineberg [16] proved that if G = AB, where A and are 
simple groups of order 60, then one of the following is true: 
(i> G = A or B, 
(ii) G g& A x B, 
(iii) G g A, 0 
In this paper, a number of similar products G = AB are investigated, where 
A and 82 are finite simple non-abelian groups. If a Sylow Z-subgroup A, 
of A has order 4 and j B, / = 4 or 8, then it is shown in Theorem 2 that 
either G satisfies (i) or (ii), G is the Kegel-Liineberg example, ox 
(iv) A r As, B r&(7), G gg A7 . 
Severall less general theorems are also proved. These theorems, plus some 
additional calculations take care of a number of special cases not covered by 
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Theorem 2 (see Theorems 7 and 8). The only additional nontrivial product 
which occurs is the following. 
(v) A s B g L,(7) and G is the holomorph of an elementary Abelian 
group of order 8. 
However, a number of products of simple groups of fairly small orders are 
not treated here, and some of these give rise to groups G other than those 
of the above types. 
1. NOTATION 
All groups G will be finite. Simple will mean simple non-abelian. The 
letter p will always denote a prime. G, will denote a Sylow p-subgroup of G, 
N, its normalizer, C, its centralizer, qP = [ND : CD], n, the number of 
Sylow p-subgroups, and B, the principal p-block of characters. 1 S j is the 
number of elements in the set S. The automorphism group, inner auto- 
morphism group, and outer automorphism group of G will be denoted by 
=4G), 9(G), and O(G), respectively. A, is the alternating group, S, the 
symmetric group, I&) the projective special linear group, U,(q) the unitary 
group of degree n over a field with q2 elements, J the simple group of order’ 
175,560 given by Janko [14], &II, and IWr, Mathieu groups, &‘~(2~) the simple 
group given by Suzuki [21], and Z, the cyclic group of order n. Abusing 
notation somewhat, B, = (1, 26, 272) will mean that there are four characters 
in B, of degrees 1, 26, 27, and 27. Other notation will be introduced later. 
A group G is of Ree type if (a) G, is abelian, (b) G has no subgroup of 
index 2, and (c) there is an involution t in G such that C(t) = (t} x F, 
where F g L,(q), q > 5. Some properties of such groups are included in (17). 
A quasidihedral group G is a group of order 2”, n > 4, generated by 
elements x and y satisfying the relations 
x2-l = y2 = 1, yxy = x2’-Q. 
2. BACKGROUND RESULTS 
We shall use the following known theorems. 
(1) [18] The complete list of simple groups which have a faithful primitive 
permutation representation of degree < 20 is as follows: 
(i) A,, 5 < n < 20; 
(ii) L,(q), q = 5, 7, 8, 9, 11, 13, 16, 17, 19; 
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(2) [lo] q?z, = 1 + rp with 1 < 7 < (p + 3)/2, then either 
(i) rc2, is a power of a prime, 0~ 
(ii) Y = (p - 3)/2, andp is a Fermat prime. 
(3) [6, p. 3277 If N, = C, , then G has a formals-complement. 
(4) [8]i If N is a normal abelian subgroup of G, NC G, , and N has a com- 
plement in 6, , then N has a complement in G. 
(5) f17, 11.4.81 O(AJ is solvable. 
(6) [2Q] @(L&p”)) is solvable of order n OY 2~2, accord&g asp = 2 or p # 2. 
(7) [14, Lemma 9. I] O(J) = 1. 
(8) [7j If G is simple with 1 G, j < 25, then Gz is one of t~efollowing: 
(i) elementary abelian, 
(ii) dihedral, 
(iii) quasidihedral, 
(iv) Z4 wr Z, . 
(9) [24] If G is simple and G, is abelian, then 6, is elementary and one of the 
following is trzke: 
(i) G=L,(2^),n>l,andIG,/ =2”, 
(ii) G = L,(q), q = 3 OY 5 (mod 8), and j GS ! = 4, 
(iii) G = J, and / G, / = 23, 
(iv) G is of Ree type, / G, 1 = 23, and (by (17)) / G j > 1CP. 
(10) [9] If G is simple and Gz is dihedral, then either 
(i) G = L,(q), q = 1 OY 7 (mod S), q >, 7, QY 
(ii) G = A, . 
(11) [2] If G is simple and G, is quasidihedral, then G is one of the following: 
(if Ml1 ) 
(ii) L,(g) with q = -1 (mod 4), 
(iii) U,(q) with q = 1 (mod 4). 
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(12) (announced in [2, p. 2601) If G is simple and G, = Z,, wr Z, for some n, 
then G is one of the following: 
(i) L,(q) with q = 1 (mod 4), 
(ii) U,(q) with q = - 1 (mod 4). 
(13) Cl2, PP. 176 2421 I L,(q)1 = 4W - W72 - 1)/k - 1,3) and I u,(q)/ = 
43(43 + l)(P - 1)/k + 1>3). 
(14) [ll] The only simple groups of order < 2,520 are A, and L,(q) for 
q = 5,7,8,9, 11, 13, 17. 
(15) [14, p. 148-j Tr, e maximal subgroups of J have orders 42, 60, 110, 114, 
120, 168, and 660. 
(16) [21] A SUZUE group G = ,S’.z(q) is simple of order (q2 + 1) q2(q - l), 
q = 22n+1 3 8. Also O(G) s Z2n+l. 
(17) [25], [15], [23] A group G of Ree type, with q as in the definition, has the 
foElowing properties: 













I G / = q3(q3 + l)(q - I), where q = 3Zn+1 > 3; 
G, is elementary Abelian of order 8; 
/N,j = 168; 
c, = G, ; 
All involutions in G are conjugate; 
If / H / = 4, then / N(H)] = 6(q + 1); 
There are abelian Ha21 subgroups A, B, C, D, of G such that, with 
q=3m2, IAl =q$l+3m, IB\ =q+l-3m, jC( = 
(q + 1)/4, j D j = (q - 1)/2. If 1 # x E A, B, C, OY D, then 
j C(x)1 = I A /, I B 1, 4 / C I, 2 1 D I, respectively; 
Some G, C N(C). If R + 1 is any odd order subgroup such that 
G, C N(R), then R is conjugate to a subgroup of C, and 
I WI = 6k + 1); 
I (73 I = ?; 
G,’ is elementary abelian of order q2; 
Every element of G, - Gi has order 9; 
There are no H, K such that K 4 H C G and H/K E L,(5); 
(n) O(G) s 2, , where h I 2n + 1 = log, q. 
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(18) [12, p. 2131 A Sylow p-subgroup of L,(q) for p odd is either elementary 
abelian OY cyclic. 
(19) [26]1fG=AABand~+GI, th en there aye Sylow p-subgroups G, ) 
A,, B, of 6, A, B such that G, = A$, . 
(20) [16] If G = A3 where A g B g A, , then one of the following holds: 
(i) G = A = B, 
(ii) G g A x I?, 
(iii) G G A, . 
(21) [13] If G = L,(q) = AB, where A and B are simple, then either G = A 
or B, 0~ q = 9 and we have the factorization (iii) above: G = L,(9) E A, , 
A G B z AS. 
In the remaining theorems, let x denote the degree of an irreducible character 
of G. 
(22) [4, p. 7171 If / G, / = p and 1 < z E B, , then z / [G : C,] = ngq, ~ 
(23) [19, Lemma 31 Any Jield conjugate of a character in ~ is in 3, . 
(24) [S, Lemma I] If G is simple, 1 < .z < 2p, and z E B, , then CI, C G, . 
(25) [3, Theorem 1 l] If j G, / = p, then B, consists of q2, none‘~cept~o~~~ 
clzaracters of degrees zi , i = 1 ,..., qD , zi = Si (mod p), where & = f I9 
and of an exceptional family of t = (p - 1)/q, conjugate characters OJ 
degree x,, 7 where tz,, E 6, (mod p), 6, = & 1. We also have the degree 
equati0n 
c &Xi = 0, 
where just one term involves xO . 
(26) ([3, Theorem 61 plus [19, Lemma 21) If 1 G, 1 = p, p f p, j Gg j = qa, 
q ‘i j C, 1, and B is a q-block, then, in the notation of (259, we have the 
block separation condition: 
where the summation is over all characters in B A B, , with p-exceptional 
characters counted just once if they occur. If, irz iaddition, a = 1 and 
B = B, , then a character cannot be both p-exceptional and q-exceptional. 
(27) [27, p. 391 If G is a primitive permutation group of degree n > p + 3, 
and if G contains a p-cycle, then G = S, OY A, . 
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3. THE MAIN RESULTS 
LEMMA 1. J has no proper factorixations. 
Proof. / J j = 23 .3 . 5 .7 . 11 . 19. If J = AB, A # J, B f J, then 
it may be assumed that A and B are maximal and that 19 1 j A 1. By (15), 
j A / = 114 and j B I < 660. But then 1 AB I < 75,240 < j G /. 
LEMMA 2. If G = AB, where A is elementary abelian of order 4 and B is 
elementary abelian of oTder 4 OY 8, then G is none of the following: 
(a) quasidihedral, (b) Z, wr Z, , OY (c) dihedral of order 16 or 32. 
Proof. Assume that G=Z,wrZ,. Then jB\ =8 and AnB=l. 
We have 
G =(x,y,z), x4 =y4 = 1, xy =yx, x2 = 1, zx2: =y, x3/x =x. 
There are exactly seven involutions in G: x2, y2, x2y2, z, xy3z, x2y2z, and x3yz. 
But AB contains at least ten involutions: three in A and 7 in B. Hence 
GfAB. 
If G is quasidihedral of order 32, then 
G = <x,Y>, $6 =y2 = 1, yxy = x7. 
There are exactly nine involutions: x8 and all x2”y, 0 < i < 7. This gives a 
contradiction as in the previous case. 
If G is quasidihedral of order 16, then a similar count shows that there are 
just five involutions in G. If / B I = 8, there are seven involutions in B alone. 
Hence I B 1 = 4, and there are at least six involutions in AB (three in A, 
three in B). 
If G is dihedral, it does not contain an elementary abelian group of order 8. 
Hence I B 1 = 4. Since G is dihedral, any elementary abelian subgroup of 
order 4 contains the center. Thus A n B # 1, and I G j < 8. 
LEMMA 3. If G = AB where A is elementary abelian of order 4 and B is 
dihedral of order 8, then G is none of the following: 
(i) quasidihedral, 
(ii) Z, wr Z, , 
(iii) abelian, 
(iv) dihedral of order 32. 
Proof. If G is of type (i) or (ii) and of order 32, then by the preceding 
proof there are at most nine involutions. Let x be an involution in Z(G). If 
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x $ B, then there are five involutions in B and five more of the type xy with y 
an involution in B. Thus x E B. Since A n B = I in the present case, there 
are at least eleven involutions: three in A, five in B, and three of the form xy 
withy an involution in A. 
If G is of type (i) and of order 16, there are just five involutions in G. 
On the other hand, there are at least seven in AB: five in B and two more in 
A - B. Therefore G is not of type (i) or (ii). 
Since G r) B, G is not abelian. 
Let G be of type (iv), and let x be an involution in Z(G). G does not 
contain an elementary abelian group of order 8. Therefore x E A n B. But 
then j AB / < 16, a contradiction. 
THEOREM 1. If G is of Ree type, G = AB, and A mzd B me simple, then 
G = A OY B. 
Pmof. eny the theorem. By (17)(c), G2 is elementary abelian of order 8. 
By (19), G, = A,B, for some A,, B, , and 6, ~ Since A, and B, are 
elementary abelian, by (9) A and B are among the following: k,(q), J, or of 
Ree type. 
By (17)(j), 1 6, / = q3, where q = 3”, n 3 3 and odd. Also, by (17)(k), (I), 
every element of Ga - Ga’ has order 9, while Gs’ is elementary abelian of 
order q2. Now Ga = A3B3 for appropriate choices of these subgroups. 
Assume first that neither A nor B‘is of Ree type. By (18) and the fact that 
iI31 -3, it follows that A, and B, are either elementary abelian or cychc 
of order 9. Therefore there are elementary abelian subgroups A,* and 23,” 
of index at most 3 in A, and B, . Thus 
But A,* C Ga’ since the latter contains all elements of order 3 in Gs . There- 
fore A,* C A, n Ga’, so that 
I A,G,‘/G, 1 = j A&A3 n G;)/ < / AZ/A,* / < 3, j B3G3’/G3’ 1 < 3. 
Hence j G,/G,’ / < 9 < q = / Ga/Gi /, a contradiction. 
Next suppose that A, say, is not of Ree type, but that B is. Then j B, / = r3, 
y (17)(b), since B < G, m < n. Since ’ is just the set of 
f order 3 in B, , we have B, n Gap = e above argument 
then gives 
q = / G,/G,’ / < 3r = 3m+l < 3” = q 
since m and IZ are odd. 
Hence both A and B are of Ree type. Thus, by (17)(c), A, = 
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Let j A, 1 = s3, s = 37c with k odd. By (17)(h), (i), A, normalizes a subgroup 
of order (s + 1)/4, while G, = A, normalizes a subgroup of order (Q + 1)/4. 
By (17)(i) again, we must have (s + 1) 1 (4 + 1). Since s = 3” while 4 = 3n, 
a simple argument shows that n = ck, where c is odd since n and k are odd. 
Similarly, n = dm, d odd. Thus 
I G3 [ < j A, / I B, j = r3s3 = 33(7c+m) 
< 33(27+) = 32n < 33” = q3 = 1 G3 1. 
This contradiction proves the theorem. 
THEOREM 2. If G = AB, where A and B aye simple, j A, I = 22, and 
j B, / = 22 OY 23, then one of the following is true: 
(i) G = A OY B, 
(ii) G g A x B, 
(iii) G=AA,,A~B-AA,, 
(iv) G s A,, A G A,L( s L,(7). 
Proof. Deny the theorem, and let G be a counterexample of least order. 
By (19), I G, I < 2. 
Case 1. G is simple. By (8), G, ’ ( ) 1 is a e ementary abelian, (b) dihedral, 
(c) quasi-dihedral, or (d) 2, wr 2, . By (19) and Lemmas 2 and 3, cases (c) 
and (d) are impossible. 
Let G, be dihedral. By (IO), G = L,(q) or A, . By (21), if G = L,(q), only 
the case (iii) can arise. Hence G = A, and / G j = 2,520 = 23 . 32 . 5 . 7. 
By (9), A = L,(q) with 4 = 3 or 5 (mod 8). Since 4 1 / A /, we have q 1 1 G [, 
and only 4 = 5 is possible. Thus A E L,(5) G A, . A glance at the list (14) 
shows that B = L,(7) or L2(8). Th e case B = L,(7) yields (iv) (and the 
factorization is indeed possible). If B = L,(8), then [G : B] = 2520/504 = 5, 
and A, would have a permutation representation of degree 5, which is 
impossible. 
Therefore Ga is elementary abelian. By (9), G = L,(q), J, or is of Ree type. 
These cases are excluded by Ito’s theorem (21), Lemma 1, and Theorem 1, 
respectively. 
Case 2. G is not simple. Let N be a minimal normal subgroup. 
Case 2.1. N 1 D, where D = A or B. Let E be the other one of A 
andB.ThenN=D(NnE)andNnEdE.IfNnE=E,thenN=G 
and G is simple. Therefore N n E = 1, so that N = D 4 G. It follows that 
D n E = 1. Suppose that C(D) = 1. Then E is isomorphic to a group of 
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automorphisms of D. Since Y(D) u d(D), E is isomorphic either to a group 
of inner automorphisms of D, or to a group of outer automorphism of D. 
BY (81, (9, and (lo), D = &&I), A, , J, or is of Ree type. By (5), (6), (7), an 
(U)(n), these groups have solvable outer automorphism groups. Therefore E 
induces inner automorphisms of D. Let x E I?, x # I. For some y E 
x and y induce the same inner automorphism of D. Since D n E = 
xy-r is a nontrivial element of C(D), a contradiction. Therefore, since 
) n D = 1, D x C(D) > D, and D x C(D) (i G. It follows that 
C(D) T) E, hence D x C’(D) = G. Now 
E gg E/(D n E) E DE/D = G/D g C(DJp 
so that G = D x C(D) = D x E = A x B. 
Case 2.2. N $ A and N 3 B. Therefore N A A = N n 
GjAr = (AN/N)(BN/Ar), AN’N N A / - 7 
By the assumptions on G, we must have one of the following possibilities: 
(a) AN = G, (a)’ BN = G, (b) GIN= A x B, (c) G/N= A, ) A e 
(~)G!NIIA,,A~A~,B~L,(~). 
The case (b) is clearly impossible, since it would imply that I G 1 = 
i~li~li~l>l~ll~l~l~l. 
In the case (c), the Xegel-Liineberg result (20) would apply to give a 
contradiction. 
Suppose that (d) holds. Then I A / = 60, j B j = 168, and 
1 G j = 2520 j N / = 60 168/l A n 
It follows that / N / = 2 or 4. Since C(N)/N 4 G/N E A, while 
/ G/C(N)] < 1 d(N)] < 6, C(N) = 6. Therefore NC Z(G), and since N is 
a minimal normal subgroup, INI =2. Since NnB,CNnB = 1, 
N x B, C Ga . Looking at orders, one finds that G, = N x B, ~ By (4), 
N has a complement N in 6. Since NC Z(G), G = H x N. 
considerations, A r\ H f 1 and B n H # 1. Therefore G = AB 
a contradiction‘ 
Therefore (a) or (a)’ holds, and we are reduced to the following situation. 
C~se2.2.1. G=DN,Nr\D=l,NnE=I,where( 
Thus E g EN/NC G/N E D. Therefore / E2 1 = 2”. Thus, without loss 
of generality, E = A, D = B, and we have 
ACB, G=BN, B n N = 1 = A n N, 
I Nz I = I G, l/l B, ! < I 4 I = 2”. 
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Suppose first that N is not solvable. Then N is simple and 1 N, / = 22, 
so that N = L,(r) for some Y by (9). If C(N) = 1, then B induces a group of 
automorphisms of N which cannot be outer by (6), hence must be inner. But, 
as in an earlier case, this leads to the contradiction that C(N) f 1. Therefore 
C(N) f 1, [N x C(N)] n B # 1, and G = N x C(N). Thus B g C(N). 
If B = C(N), we have successively B 4 G, B n A = 1, A gg AB/B = 
G/B s N, G = N x C(N) e A x B. If B f C(N), then B n C(N) = 1. 
Therefore the projection of B into N induced by the decomposition 
G = N x C(N) is a nontrivial homomorphism, hence is I - 1. Thus 
This implies that A s N, hence G = C(N) x NE A x B. 
Now let N be solvable. Then N is elementary Abelian of order pi. If 
C(N)>N, then C(N)=G, G=NxB, BqG, so that BnA=l. 
Thus 
INIl~I=IGI=I4IBI, [Aj=/N/=$+, 
contrary to the simplicity of A. Therefore C(N) = N. 
If p = 2, then by a remark at the beginning at Case 2.2.1, i = 1 or 2.. 
Therefore 
contrary to the simplicity of B. Therefore p # 2, and since B C d(N), 
i> l.Wehave 
pi = I N I = [G : B] = [AB : B] = [A : A n B]. 
Since A = L,(s) for some s, the theorem of Dickson listing all subgroups of A 
(see [12, pp. 213-2141) may be applied to obtain a contradiction. 
The proofs of the next two theorems are so similar to portions of the proof 
of Theorem 2 that they will be omitted. 
THEOREM 3. If G = AB, where A and B aye simple, j A, / = 2”, B has 
solvable outer automorphism group, and the following condition holds: 
(*) If S = A,B, is simple with A, 2 A and B, E B, then S = A, or B, , 
thenG=A,G==B,orGrAxB. 
THEOREM 4. If G = AB where A and B are simple with solvable outer 
automorphism groups, and if there is no simple S = A,B, with A, e A and 
B, E B, then G = A x B. 
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LEMMA 4. A grou;b G of Ree type has no popper salbg~~~p M of prime 
power k&x. 
Roof. Deny the theorem, We may assume that M is maximal and 
[G : M] = pi. By (17)(a), (b), G is simple of order (qa + 1) q3(q - 1) where 
= 3” and TZ > 1 is odd, If p = 2, then by (17)(c), i < 3, and G has a 
rimitive permutation representation of degree < 8, which is impossibie. 
Hence p f 2, and therefore some Ma = 6, . Let N be a minimal normal 
subgroup of M. 
Case 1. N is solvable. Then / N / = rj, where Y is a prime. If P+ =# 2, 
then G2 = Ma normalizes N, so that N is a 2-signalizer. By (17)(h), (i), 
1 N / / (q t I)/4 and 1 N(N)1 = 2 . 3 . (q + 1). Therefore p = 3 and 
(q3 + l)(q - 1) / 2(q + I), which is impossible. ence Y = 2. If j = 3, 
then by (17)(d), / M 1 / 23. 3 . 7, so that once again p = 3, and 
(q3 -f- l)(g - 1) / 56, a pitiful absurdity. If j = 2, then by (17)(g), 
I M / / 2 . 3 . (q + I), again p = 3, and again M is too small. T 
and, by definition of a group of Ree type and (17)(f)> ! M 1 / (q + I) q(q - i)$ 
hence p = 3, and once more M is too small. 
Case 2. N is not solvable. Since 24 f / G /, N is simple. 
is one of the following: (i) L2(8), (ii) J, (iii) of Wee type, (iv) L2(s), where 
s = 3 or 5 (mod 8). 
If (i) or (ii) hold, then G, C N, hence C(N) = 1 by (17)(e). The outer 
automorphism group of N has order 3 and 1 in the two cases by (6) and (7). 
Since / ,!!a i = 32 or 3, respectively, it follows that 3” 7 I M ~. Therefore 
= 3. Thus (q3 + l)(q - 1) I 56 or 58,520, both of which are impossible 
Let N be of Ree type, / N j = (Y” + 1) y3(r - 1). y (17)(d), N,(G,) = 
NG(G). ence N,(G,) = N,(G,). Since 6, C N 4 M, sZ(lW) = n,(N). 
Therefore M = N. Since Y < q, p = 3. Since 
(y” + l)(r - 1) < (q3 + lk? - I>, 
this is a contradiction. 
Hence we must have (iv): N =&(s), s E 3 or 5 (mod g), and 
/ N / = (s + 1) s(s - 1)/2. Now by (17)(h), th ere are Abelian Hall subgroups 
A, B, C, D, of G such that, with 3~9 = q, 
/ A / = q + 1 + 3m, 
lBl =q+1--33m, 
I c I = (4 -k 1)/4, 
/ D j = (q - 1)/2. 
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Also, an x + 1 in one of these groups has centralizer of order j A 1, j B j, 
41CI,or2/DI,respectively. Oneverifiesthat lAj, \BI, ICI, IDI are 
pairwise relatively prime and their product is the (2, 3)‘-part of / G I. It 
follows readily from these facts and the simplicity of N that j C(N)1 < 2. 
Ifs = t”, where t is a prime, then 
lO(N)l =2K~22og,s<2logs 
by (6). Hence 
/ M I < 2(s + 1) s(s - 1) log, .s < 2s3 logs. 
First suppose that 1 C(N)] = 2. Then NC.&(q), so that s < 2 and 
j M / < 2q3 log 2. Since M has prime power index, [G : n/r] < q3 + 1. 
Therefore 
k3 + 1) q3(4 - 1) G h3 + 1) 2q3 1% 4, 
q - 1 < 2 log 4. 
But this last inequality is false by computation for 4 = 27, and by differen- 
tiation for q > 27. 
Thus j C(N)/ = 1 and j M 1 < s3 log s. If (s - 1)/2 and (s + 1)/2 involve 
only the primes 2 and 3, then since 24 is not involved, s < 17. Since s = 3 
or 5 (mod S), one quickly concludes that s = 5, whereas by (17)(m), G does 
not involve L,(5). 
Therefore there is a prime divisor u # 2, 3 of either (s + 1)/2 or (s - 1)/2. 
Let x be a generator of a cyclic subgroup of order U. Then some conjugate 
of x is in A, B, C, or D. By [12, p. 2131, j C(x)\ > (s - 1)/Z. On the other 
hand, from the above remarks 
I C(x)1 < 2 + 1 + 3m, s < 2q + 3 + 6~ 3m2 = q. 
Case 1. q = 27. Then s < 75. If s < 40, then 
I G I < (q3 + 1) I M I < (q3 + 1) 403 log 40 < (q3 + 1) q3(q - 11, 
a contradiction. Hence 40 < s < 75. But / G / = 2” . 3g * 7 . 13 . 19 . 37 has 
no odd prime power factors between 40 and 75. 
Case 2. q > 27. We have s < 2q + 3 + 4q1i2. One checks by substi- 
tution for 4 = 243 that 3 + 4q1j2 < p, and verifies it by differentiation for 
q > 243. Hence s < 3q. Thus 
/MI ,(s310gs<27q310g3p, 
k3 + 1) q3(q - 1) < (4’ + 1) 27q3 log 3q, 
q - 1 < 27 log 3q. 
One readily verifies that this inequality is false for all 4 3 243. 
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THEOREM 5. If G = AB, where A and B are simple, j A, 1 = ZZ3, B has 
solvable ozkter automorphism group, and the following ~o~d~~~o~ h lds: 
(“) If S = A,B, is simple with A, g A and B, z B, then S = A, OY B, 2 
then one of the followzkg is true: (i) G = A, (ii) G = B, (iii) G g A x -R, 
(iv) G = Mol(Z, x 2, x Z,), A E B g L,(7). 
Proof. Again the proof is similar to that of Theorem 2. Let G be a counter- 
example of least order. By (“), 6 is not simple. ket N be a minimal normal 
subgroup. The case where N 3 A or B is handled exactly as in the proof of 
Theorem 2 except that @(B) is solvable by assumption” IIence we must have 
NnA=NnB=L, G!N = ~~Nl~i~~~~~~~~~, 
AN/N= A, BNjN e B. 
It follows that one of (I) AN = G, (I)’ N = G, (II) G/N gg A x 
(III) G/N E H = EIo~(Z,~), A g B g L,(7), is true. 
The case (II) is ruled out as before. Suppose that (III) holds. Then 
/ N j = ! G i/~ N / f / A 1 / B i/i H j = 168 . 16811344 = 21 
us / N j = p = 3 or 7. Since A cannot induce a nontrivial group of 
omorphisms of N, A C C(N), and similarly B C C(N). Thus NC Z(G). 
IIence / G, / = pa and G, = A, x N. By Gaschiitz’s theorem (4), N has a 
complement K in 6. Therefore G = N x K. Since K has index at most 7 
in G, and since K n A Q A, A C K. Similarly B C K, so that K = 6, a 
contradiction. 
Therefore (I) or (I)’ holds, and G = DN, D fl = En N = 1, where 
{D, E) = (A, B}. Thus E s EN/NC G/N g D. y Theorem 2 itself, it 
may be assumed that / E, j = 23, hence that E = A, 43 = 
G = BAT, BnN=AnN=l, 
AC& 1 AT, / = ( Gz i/i B, ~ < j A, ; = P. 
Suppose first that N is not solvable. Since I Na / < 2”, IV is simple and O(N) 
is solvable. With minor changes, the proof in the corresponding case of 
Theorem 2 now applies. 
IIence N is solvable. As in the earlier proof, C(N) = N, and 1 N ! = pi. 
If p = 2, then by an earlier remark, i < 3. Since B 5 d(N), i = 3, and only 
B = L,(7) is possible. Since A ? B, A s B. Since, in fact, B g d(N)? 
G=BN, and B n N = 1, we have G = HQI(N) = ziol(Zi”) and (iv) 
holds. 
Therefore p # 2. Since B C&(N), i > 1. We have pi = [A : A n Bj. 
Now A is J, A, , an L,(q), or of Ree type- By Lemma 4, a group of 
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has no subgroup of prime power index. The same is true of J by (15). If 
A = A, , the only possibilitypi = 9 is ruled out by (27). Finally, if A = L,(q), 
Dickson’s theorem [12, pp. 213-2141 leads to the case pi = 9, Q = 8. But 
then d(N) is solvable and contains B, a contradiction. 
4. NONEXISTENCE OF SIMPLE GROUPS OF VARIOUS ORDERS 
In order to apply Theorems 3-5 to various products of simple groups, 
it is necessary to show the nonexistence of simple groups of various orders. 
THEOREM 6. There are no simple groups of the following orders: 
(i) 2i3i77c, 3 < i < 6, 1 < j < 2,1 < K < 2 (except&(7) andL,(S)), 
(ii) 2i3j52 * 7 . 13, 3 < i < 6, 1 < j < 2, 
(iii) 2i3j5”17, 4 ,< i < 7, 1 <j < 4, 1 < K < 2 (except L,(16)), 
(iv) 2i3j7 . 17, 4 < i < 7, 2 < j < 4, 
(v) 2$3j5 . 7 . 17, 4 < i < 7, 1 < j < 3, 
(vi) 2i3j5”11 . 17, 4 < i < 6, 1 \c j < 2, 1 < K < 2, 
(vii) 2i335 . 11 * 17, 4 < i < 6, 
(viii) 2i3j5.11*23,3<i<6,2<j<3, 
(ix) 2i3j7.11.23,3<i<66,1 <j<3, 
(x) 2i3jll . 17 .23, 4 < i < 7, 2 < j < 3, 
(xi) 2i3j5k31, 5 < i < 8, 1 <j < 3, 1 < K < 2 (exceptL,(31)), 
(xii) 2i3j5 . 7 . 31, 5 < i < 8, 1 <j < 3, 
(xiii) 2i3j5”11 * 31, 5 < i < 7, 1 <j < 2, 1 < K < 2, 
(xiv) 2i5j7 . 13 . 31 .41, 10 < i < 16, 2 <j < 3. 
Proof. Because of the semirepetitive nature of the proof, only one fairly 
typical case, (v), will be proved. A complete proof of the theorem would 
require an expansion of the list of assumed results. In particular, the proof 
of (xiv) makes use of Thompson’s list of minimal simple groups. It should 
also be remarked that many of the orders above are < 106, so that the results 
announced in [l l] could be applied. 
Proof of(v). Let G be simple of order 2i3j5 . 7 . 17, 4 < i < 7, 
1 < j < 3. By (8)-(13), i = 6 or 7. We have 18 by(l), by ni7 # nr, # 35 (2), 
and nr, # 24,192 = 27337 by (3). Therefore nrl E (120, 630, 1,344,2,160]. 
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It f~Ilows that Cl, # G17 . Hence by (24) and (25): 
s,, = (35, 120,630, 1,344; 84, 135,288,560), 
where Si, is the list of possible degrees of nonexceptional characters in 3.7 P 
omitting the degree 1. The numbers before the semicolon are = 1 (mod l7), 
those after It are = -1 (mod 17). 
Suppose that qr? = 2. Then by (25), B,, = (1, 35, 3@), and by (22), 
Therefore by block separation (26), and by (23) and (25), 
ich contradicts (25). Hence pr7 # 2 (this also follows 
If n,, = 1,344 = 263 . 7, then q17 = 2, a contradiction. 
If nr7 = 120, then by (22), S,, = (120). By (25), qn7 f 16, and reduction 
sf the degree equation mod 2, mod 3, and mod 5 shows that x0 i 1, a contra- 
i&ion. 
Let rzr7 = 2,160 = 24335. Then qIT = 4 or 8 an S17 = {120; 135; 288). 
Therefore 3 + q, . If ql, = 4, then z,, = 64, and th 
65 + 120a - 13% - 288~ = 0 “:3], 
where the [3] means that a + b + c = 3. But this equation fails mod 3. 
If qI1 = 8, then x0 = 128, and we have 
129 + 120a - 135b - 2886 = 0 [7]. 
Reduction mod 5 yields c = 3, and the left side is negative. 
Hence aI7 = 630 = 2 . 32 .5 .7 and S,, = (35,h28,630; 84,288,56 
If q17 = 4, then .q, = 72 or 140 and 
1 + 35~ + 120b + 630~ - 84d - x0 = 0 [3]. 
Reduction mod 2 shows that a is odd, and a cannot be 3, hence a = 1. 
Reduction mod 3 now gives z, = 72, hence B,, = (1? 35, 120; 84; 724). 
lock separation (26) with B, gives a co 
Let qIT = 8. Then x,, E (60, 315; 42, 1 
1 + 35~ + 120b + 630~ - 84d - 560e & x0 = 0 171~ 
If Br, IY Bj = (1, 84’), then Y = 4 and B, = (I, 844)> a contradiction. 
Hence by (26), .z,,~ C B, , so that, by (26) again, z, = 144. Hock separation 
now gives B, n B,, = (1, 843, 144”), putting too many characters in 67, . 
Thus ql, = 16, and the degree equation reads: 
]L + 3% + 1206 + 630~ - 84d - 288e - 56Oj = 0 [16]. 
48I:/36/2-2 
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If 288 E B5 , then also 289 E B5 , an impossibility. Therefore B, n B17 = 
(1, 844) = B,, contrary to the degree equation in B5 . 
5. SPECIAL CASES 
Theorem 6 will now be applied to show that there are no nontrivial 
products for various choices of A and B. 
THEOREM 7. There are no nontrivial products G = AB in the following 
cases : 
(4 A = L&7), B E T = &(5),L,(7), L,(8), b(9), -%(l l)), 
(ii) A =L,(16), BE T, 
(iii) A = L(W, B E CW), -h(8), L(9), L(lV, 
(iv) A = L,(25), B = L,(7), 
(v) A =L,(31), BE T, 
(vi) A = SX(~~), B = SZ(~~). 
Proof. Note first that all of the above A and B have solvable outer 
automorphism groups by (6) and (16). 
The first case in (ii), A = L&16), B = L,(5), follows from Theorem 3 
and Theorem 6(iii). 
The first case in (v), A = L,(31), B = L,(5), follows from Theorem 3 
and Theorem 6(xi). 
All of the remaining cases follow from Theorem 4, and various parts of 
Theorem 6. The parts of Theorem 6 used are: 
for (i), parts (iii), (iv), (iv), (iii), and (vi) + (vii), respectively; 
for (ii), parts (v), (v), (iii), (vi); 
for (iii), parts (ix), (ix), (viii), (x); 
for (iv), part (ii); 
for (v), parts (xii), (xii), (xi), (xiii); 
for (vi), part (xiv). 
THEOREM 8. If G = AB, where A g B c L,(7), then either (i) G = A, 
(ii) G E A x B, OY (iii) G = Hol(Z, x 2, x 2,). 
Proof, This follows from Theorems 5 and 6, once it is noted that L,(8) 
does not contain a copy of L,(7) since such a copy would have index 3. 
The fact that the last factorization occurs follows readily from [22]. 
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